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• What is Identity Politics in the first place?
• “Identity politics is the politics in which people engage when they mobilize on the basis of, and when they define 
their experiences, their political problems, and their aims in terms of the good of identity-groups. Historically, 
identity politics grew out of the experience of identity-based oppression: the experience of inequalities in 
resources and opportunities that people encountered as members of particular identity groups.” (Rile Hayward 
and Watson 9)
• Abstract:
My research paper and its corresponding informative poster with the paper’s highlights details the role of religion 
in American identity politics, specifically that of the Christian Catholic Church. Identity politics leads to individuals 
(the electorate and the elected officials alike) making political decisions, forming policy stances, and choosing 
partisanship to help those most similar to them as well as what reflects them most. It even provokes those with said 
social identity characteristics to protest their beliefs as a reaction to certain policies and potential policy changes out 
of their favor. I will examine how Catholic religious beliefs play a role in political decisions and voting behaviors 
within the electorate and legislatures. The paper and its corresponding poster looks to historical examples like the 
election of President John F. Kennedy in 1960 and several other members of Congress throughout the years, in 
addition to contemporary examples, such as the examination of the intersectionality between Latinx heritage and 
Catholic religious beliefs and the discussion of Catholicism declining among Americans and what it signifies 
politically. In addition to this, the paper will feature the analysis and review of peer-reviewed political science 
literature from accredited authors regarding identity politics, religion, and the Catholic faith in the lives of 
American citizens.
• Important Findings:
• The Catholic Church is experiencing an ethnic transformation. Twenty-five years ago, nearly nine in 
ten (87%) Catholics were white, non-Hispanic, compared to 55% today. Fewer than four in ten (36%) 
Catholics under the age of 30 are white, non-Hispanic; 52% are Hispanic (Cox and Jones).
• The cultural center of the Catholic Church is shifting south. The Northeast is no longer the epicenter 
of American Catholicism—although at 41% Catholic, Rhode Island remains the most Catholic state in 
the country. Immigration from predominantly Catholic countries in Latin America means new 
Catholic populations are settling in the Southwest. 
• It’s at the Supreme Court level that Catholicism’s influence and identity politics are strongest, but 
several congressmen and women of all parties claim a Catholic affiliation. Despite apparent Catholic 
power, the U.S. government is at least as hostile to the Catholic view of human dignity — that is, to 
the duties of care and respect owed to every person as a child of God — as it has ever been (
• “Identity Catholicism,” where affiliation with the church serves a social and political purpose but is no 
longer associated with distinctive moral beliefs or with a transformational encounter with divinity.
• Consistent with social identity theory, political identity was strongly linked to conservative Christians’ 
morality represented by the Moral Foundation Theory model. Participants identifying as Democrats 
scored significantly higher than did those identifying as Republicans on the individualizing 
foundations of care and fairness but significantly lower than Republicans on the binding foundations 
of authority, loyalty, and purity (Sutton, Kelly, and Huver 169).
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